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Erevena is a global executive search firm that helps 
high-growth, innovative companies identify and recruit Board 
and C-suite executives and assists them in building their 
teams. We work with some of the fastest growing companies 
in the world, from early stage through growth and to exit; the 
VCs and PE firms that back them; and with publicly traded 
companies undergoing transformation. 
 
The investors, boards and leadership teams that we work 
with value our advice, collaborative approach, diligence, 
global reach and expertise in hiring executives who 
understand innovation and disruption. 

Our “one firm” approach puts the needs of our clients at 
the center of everything we do. We grow value in Erevena 
through investing in some of the funds and early-stage 
companies that we work with, alongside  co-founding 
businesses that enhance our service offerings. 
  
We are a team of 90+ giving us senior reach across a wide 
cross-section of sectors and geographies. With vibrant offices 
in London, Copenhagen, Paris, Stockholm, New York and San 
Francisco, we conduct search for businesses all over the 
world. 
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OUR TEAM

JONAS HELGESSON 
PARTNER

jonas.helgesson@erevena.com

KUSH RAITHATHA
ASSOCIATE

kush.raithatha@erevena.com

ANNA ÖSTLUNDH 
SENIOR ASSOCIATE

anna.ostlundh@erevena.com

KATRINE FOLKERSEN 
SENIOR ASSOCIATE

katrine.folkersen@erevena.com

HERMIONE FIEBIG 
TEAM ASSISTANT

hermione.fiebig@erevena.com
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ANDREAS THORSHEIM 
CEO & FOUNDER, OTOVO

“Jonas Helgesson and the Erevena team have been big contributors in our 
growth journey across Europe. They’ve been super sync’ed on the type of 
talent we needed to grow to 13 European countries and been able to deliver 
consistently. When scaling a company, Talent is everything and Erevena have 
been a main partner for us.”

ERIK ANDERSSON
FOUNDER & FORMER CEO, TEAMTAILOR

“We found Erevena to be an amazing partner in our search for a Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer. A structured process with relevant candidates from start to 
end. We couldn’t have wished for a better CEO. We will definitely work with 
Erevena again.”

TIMO TOIKKANEN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VARJO

“The experience of working with Jonas and Erevena has been very positive. 
They are very responsive, fast, and built a process and experience suitable 
to our needs and situation. Most importantly they have managed to find us 
truly fantastic world class talent with great cultural fit.”


